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The Effects of Climate 
Change on Intertidal 
Organisms 
By David Innes 

Tide cycles are the result of the combined gravitational 

interactions of the ocean with the moon and sun. The 

coast of BC has a relatively large tide range (from 

highest to lowest) of up to about 5 meters. Tides on 

eastern Pacific coasts are semidiurnal, meaning that there 

are two high tides and two low tides per day, but the 

highs and lows are uneven and are therefore classified as 

mixed tides. Tide range also varies during each lunar 

month resulting in spring tides (extra high, high tides 

and very low, low tides) and neap tides (more moderate 

tides). In addition to monthly variation there is tidal 

range variation throughout the year with enhanced tidal 

ranges during the mid-winter months (see 

https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_tides/). 

Many areas of the BC coast have a very extensive 
intertidal zone. Intertidal habitats can vary depending on 

degree of exposure to waves, substrate (sand, mud, rock) 

and exposure to tides. Intertidal habitats can be 

subdivided into zones ranging from the upper high 

intertidal exposed to water only during the highest high 

tides, to the very low intertidal that is only exposed to air 

during the lowest tides. The slope of the shore and 

exposure to waves can influence the area of each zone. 

For example, a shallow sloped shore can result in a very 

large area exposed during low tide compared to an 

almost vertical rock ledge. Greater wave exposure can 

also extend the habitable area of the upper intertidal to a 

greater height. 

One of the first publications to describe and attempt to 

understand the factors that affect the distribution of 

intertidal invertebrates on the Pacific coast was Between 

Pacific Tides by Ed Ricketts and Jack Calvin (1939), 

now in a 5th Edition (1985, revised by Joel Hedgpeth 

and David Phillips). The original edition defined 

intertidal zones as bands composed of different groups 

of species associated with high, mid and low intertidal. 

The observation that different groups of organisms are 

associated with different zones in the intertidal area has 

likely been known for a very long time. However, formal 

descriptions of zonation only started in the mid to late 

19th century and has continued ever since. 

Abiotic factors that influence zonation patterns include a 

steep gradient in temperature and desiccation stresses 

during low tides. Biotic factors such as feeding 

opportunities, competition and predation can also vary at 

different levels within the intertidal zone. For example, 

the barnacle Chthamalus stellatus is confined to the 

higher intertidal and little overlap with the barnacle 

Balanus balanoides that extends into the lower intertidal. 

A classic study by J. H. Connell showed that C. stellatus 

can survive at higher intertidal levels than B. balanoides 

because of a greater resistance to desiccation. Although 

C. stellatus larvae can settle and survive in the mid-
intertidal, direct competition with the faster-growing B. 

balanoides prevents C. stellatus from surviving. Thus, 

desiccation sets the upper limit of C. stellatus with 

interspecific competition setting the lower limit. 

https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_tides/
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Ongoing climate change is affecting many different 

marine environments including the intertidal zone, with 

an increase in research activity addressing this issue. A 

survey of a bibliographic database of scientific 

publications showed only 8 publications for the period 

between 1992 – 2000 based on a keyword search of 

“intertidal” + “climate change”. In contrast, over 300 

publications were documented for the period 2020 – 

2021 for the same keyword search. Climate change can 

have a multitude of effects on marine organisms, 

including changes in sea level, pH, upwelling, nutrients, 

currents, oxygen levels, salinity and ocean temperature 

to name just a few. Probably the most acute effect of 

climate change is the increased occurrence of heat waves 

that can be lethal to intertidal organisms when extreme 

day-time air temperatures occur during low tides. 

The south coast of BC experienced extremely high 

temperatures during the summer of 2021. The so-called 

heat dome extended from about June 25 to June 29 with 

maximum temperatures recorded at the Comox airport of 

33º – 38º C. This series of extreme temperatures 

coincided with extremely low tides during the mid-

afternoon (Figure 1 parts A and B). On June 27, 2021 a 

very low tide occurred (1:00pm – 3:00pm) when 

afternoon temperatures peaked at 38º C. (Figure 2). The 

low tide exposed a small patch of sand on the SE coast 

of Denman Island with a collection of dead, dying or 

stressed heart or basket cockles Clinocardium nuttellii 

on the sand surface. We moved any living clams into the 

water. This bivalve only burrows just under the surface 

since they lack siphon tubes and therefore would be very 

susceptible to extreme temperatures during low tide. 

 

 

 

Intertidal organisms with limited or no mobility are 

particularly susceptible to heat stress during low tide. 

Marine biologist Dr. Chris Harley (UBC Dept. of 

Zoology) estimated that perhaps over a billion marine 

invertebrates may have been killed along the Salish Sea 

coast during the summer 2021 heat dome 

(https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-

columbia/intertidal-animals-ubc-research-1.6090774). 

These would include mussels, barnacles, sea stars and 

many other species. Barnacles attach to hard surfaces 

and their shells remain after death (Figure 3). Barnacles 

can therefore be used to help quantify the effects of high 

temperatures on intertidal organisms and Dr. Harley has 

set up a protocol for interested citizens to participate in 

the project 

(https://www.zoology.ubc.ca/harleylab/current-

projects/).  

 

Figure 1 (A). Average tide heights (meters) for Denman 

Island during June 2021. Red circle notes the average tide 

height for June 27, 2021. 

 

Figure 1 (B). Maximum temperatures at Comox airport 

during June 2021. Red circle notes the maximum temperature 

for June 27, 2021. 

 

Figure 2. Hourly tide level for Denman Island for June 27, 

2021 when the maximum temperature was 38 º C. at the 

Comox airport. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/intertidal-animals-ubc-research-1.6090774
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/intertidal-animals-ubc-research-1.6090774
https://www.zoology.ubc.ca/harleylab/current-projects/
https://www.zoology.ubc.ca/harleylab/current-projects/
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Dr. Harley’s research focusses on climate change effects 

on intertidal organisms including ocean acidification, 

thermal stress, salinity stress, invasive species and long-

term ecological change. Dr. Harley will give a webinar 

(see https://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca) sponsored 

by CVN and the Canadian Society of Environmental 

Biologists on November 21, 2021 at 7:00pm (“Well that 

stunk: mass die-offs of BC seashore life during the 2021 

heatwave”). A link to register will be sent to members 

and also posted on the CVN website. This will be a great 

opportunity to learn more about the consequences of 

climate change for intertidal organisms and 

communities. 

 

 

 

 

A Taste of Cinnamon in the 
Age of Climate Change 
A strange new lichen to Strathcona 
Park and Vancouver Island, and a 
repeat performance 
By Loys Maingon 

 

Sometimes nature throws you curves that bend, exceed 

your expectations, and defy most of what you have been 

taught in school. 

The summer’s “heat dome” made looking for and 

identifying some plants a bit of an extra challenge. In 

highly exposed upper subalpine and alpine areas 

vascular plants were often desiccated and dried to a crisp 

under the August sun. All organisms are physiologically 

adapted to live within a limited range of upper and lower 

tolerances, but for some that was a new challenge, and 

for others it was almost normal. Alpine environments are 

home to plants adapted to survive extremes of summer 

heat in open areas devoid of shade and extremes of 

winter cold. This summer heat and UV intensity took its 

toll, and sometimes it seemed to exceed the tolerance. 

Alpine lichens either find a good refuge in rock cracks or 

on the shaded rock corners among the mosses, or, as 

many of the Peltigera do, they just dry out, crack and 

shrivel into friable and unidentifiable broken pelts. In the 

heat and sun their colours change as their photosynthetic 

algal partners dry up. But the expectation always is that, 

 

Figure 3. Barnacle mortality (right side of image) noted on 

July 15, 2021 at Cattle Point in Victoria, BC. 

  Photo: David Innes 

 

Figure 1. Red-listed lichen Psoroma tenue, the cinnamon 

lichen, first record on Vancouver Island, on Forbidden 

Plateau.  Photo: Loys Maingon 

https://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/
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as with bryophytes, with the return of the rain and cool 

weather these lichens will re-hydrate and return to life 

from fall to spring when conditions are just right. 

So this year, with rope and helmet on my packsack, 

visits to some of the rock bluffs of Strathcona Park 

provided new insights into less trodden homes of some 

of the park’s lichen populations. Under the August sun I 

happened on an alpine rock covered with some of the 

most spectacular lichens. 

I was drawn to the rock by the presence of some tiny, 

almost pinhead-sized orange dots that turned out to be a 

possible Caloplaca, perhaps even new to science. A 

closer look revealed that this rock was covered with 

some other very strange lichens. In one corner was a 

fairly small 2 cm cinnamon-red-brown lichen that looked 

like Psoroma hypnorum or Pannaria pezizoides, which 

are notorious look-alikes, but this lichen matched 

neither—the squamules were wrong and the colour too 

alien. Perhaps it was a weird morph of either? I took the 

weird colour to be a possible artifact of the extreme 

summer heat, and waited until the return of the rains to 

hike back and see if it changed colour. When I returned 

after the rains it was still the same red-brown cinnamon 

colour. 

It took me two trips and about 3 months to figure out 

what the little orange dots were, but by mid-September I 

already knew that the “cinnamon lichen” as the 

Norwegians call it, was the extremely rare Psoroma 
tenue (Figure 1), which as Irwin Brodo describes it, “is 

known from Banff National Park, Alberta, has a red-

brown granulated thallus and contains pannarin.” It has 

been found in BC’s interior by Trevor Goward, but 

never before on Vancouver Island. 

It was by researching Psoroma tenue that I was able to 

understand the significance of this lichen and the other 

denizens of the lichen community on that rock. Psoroma 

tenue seems to be either conflated with or closely related 

to Psoroma cinnamommeum. It appears to be present in 

northern Norway, Spitzbergen and the Svalbard 

archipelago, Tierra del Fuego and the Antarctic.  

Its strange colour is an adaptation to the natural high 

intensity of UV radiation in arctic and alpine 

environments. We have to remember that the colours we 

see are not the true colours of objects, but the reflection 

of wavelengths in the light spectrum which surfaces do 

not absorb but reflect away from them. Plato would like 

that; we always only see the reflection of true forms. 

Cinnamon is a combination of yellow, red and blue light 

waves, and therefore of wavelengths in the ultraviolet 

range. Its presence in Strathcona Park is a testament of 

the biological legacies of de-glaciation about 12,000 

years ago. This lichen species was likely present and 

abundant when glaciers first withdrew and indigenous 

people hunted Vancouver Island marmots around 

Mariner mountain. 

The colour does not come directly from its main 

photobiont. Like its more common green relative 

Psoroma hypnorum the main photobiont is a green 

chlorococcoid algae. However, unlike Psoroma 

hypnorum, which produces no lichen substances, 

Psoroma tenue produces porphyrillic acid and pannaric 

acid in crystalline form which act as UV radiation 

blockers. As the name suggests porphyrillic acid 

produces an indigo blue colour in reaction with ferric 

chloride. These are highly stable acids with a melting 

point around 280º C which are common to white lichen 

species like Stereocaulon and Lepraria typically found 

in dry extreme xeric alpine and arctic environments.  

Understandably, on close inspection in the sunlight, both 

these lichens exhibit a faint blue reflection. 

Psoroma tenue was found in two locations in the 

Forbidden Plateau area. That was to be expected as 

species populations can be bounded by watershed units. 

The real surprise was the additional discovery of a 

second specimen of Catolechia wahlenbergii in 

Strathcona Park (Figure 2). That is only the third 

specimen of this rare red-listed lichen found on 

Vancouver Island. The first was found on Mount 

Arrowsmith by Trevor Goward in the mid 1980s. I found 

the second last year in the Buttle Lake area, and have 

now found one in the Forbidden Plateau area. This 

suggests that the population of this rare lichen, while still 

endangered, exceeds the boundaries of a watershed and 

may be well distributed (though never common or 

abundant) in the conservation areas of Strathcona Park. 

 

 

Figure 2. Red-listed lichen, Catolechia wahlenbergii, third 

specimen found on Vancouver Island, in the Forbidden 

Plateau area.  Photo: Loys Maingon 
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The presence of these two species reflects the great age 

of the forests and ecosystems of Strathcona Park, and 

their extreme fragility. These are species that were here 

before trees, before mankind, and which made the 

ecosystems we now take for granted possible. It is 

particularly important to remind ourselves of this at a 

time when Strathcona Park is overwhelmed with 

recreational tourists who only see the vistas as a 

recreational destination or as “personal bests” in half-day 

races to summits. In an environment made increasingly 

precarious by climate change and biodiversity collapse, 

park management needs to increase conservation values 

and provide alternatives for high impact recreation in 

less sensitive environments.  

1. https://www.gbif.org/species/2601325 

2. https://www.nature.com/articles/172724b0 

Field Trips Resuming! 

We’ve all been disappointed that the pandemic forced 

suspension of CVN field trips. The good news is that the 

CVN Board of Directors decided in October that field 

trips can now resume with suitable precautions. Some 

key points in the new COVID-19 protocol for CVN field 

trips: 

• CVN members only 

• Limited party size 

• Fully vaccinated participants only 

• Participants must sign a special waiver on each trip 

For the full details of the protocol, go to this article on 

the CVN website: 

https://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/field-trips-

resuming/. 

The Birding Group has already planned several trips and 

held their first one on November 4. The other CVN 

interest groups may follow. 

 

 

 

Black Swan Summer 
An open letter from BC Nature to our 
provincial and federal representatives 

BC Nature, a federation of more than 50 naturalists’ 

clubs with more than 6000 members throughout BC, 

emphasizes that the natural health and wealth of the 

Fraser River and its estuary is important to all of BC; 

indeed, to all of Canada. Yet the lower Fraser, from 

Hope to the river delta, has already lost more than 70 

percent of its natural habitat, and is now under further 

threat from environmental degradation as a result of 

projects such as Roberts Bank Terminal 2. 

In the recent article “Black Swan Summer: Tipping 

Climate and Biodiversity Destruction”, in the Bulletin of 
the Canadian Society of Environmental Biologists (Fall 

2021:73:3), Loys Maingon described the summer of 

2021 as a “Black Swan Summer”. What is a Black 

Swan? It is the occurrence of an unpredictable event 

characterized by its rarity and severe and often 

devastating impact; an event that in hindsight should 

have been predictable. 

In the Black Swan Summer of 2021, an unprecedented 

drought swept Western North America with record 

temperatures that killed humans and plants and animals 

alike, set towns ablaze, and caused billions of dollars in 

damages. The marine environment suffered as heavily as 

the terrestrial environment. Climate change manifested 

itself with a punctuation mark. Yet despite all the talk of 

sustainability, we continue to promote an economy of 

endless growth while still claiming that we can also 

retain a healthy environment. 

Such Black Swan events are becoming increasingly 

common; it is beyond time to expose the lie of the 

concept of endless growth with its disregard for the 

environment. BC’s Fraser River Estuary is a poignant 

example; one in need of urgent action to maintain 

ecosystem integrity. 

The Estuary simply cannot withstand any more industrial 

or port development, but this is exactly what the Port of 

Vancouver plans to do with the addition of a second 

container terminal in the estuary: Roberts Bank Terminal 

2. The cities of Delta, Richmond and White Rock have 

expressed their opposition to this development to the 

Prime Minister. Over 40 environmental and other groups 

oppose this expansion. Scientists from Environment 

Canada and universities, experts in wetlands and wetland 

functions, have voiced their deep concern. Complex 

https://www.gbif.org/species/2601325
https://www.nature.com/articles/172724b0
https://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/field-trips-resuming/
https://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/field-trips-resuming/
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systems such as the Fraser River Estuary, while resilient, 

can reach tipping points that precipitate steep ecosystem 

function declines. 

Were this additional terminal to be approved, the 

Roberts Bank ecosystem would face significant adverse 

environmental effects. Environment Canada scientists 

have stated repeatedly that if this project were to go 

ahead its negative effects will be immediate, continuous, 

irreversible and unable to be mitigated. The Port of 

Vancouver management continues to push forward 

despite these concerns. Not only would this be the most 

expensive container terminal ever built anywhere in the 

world, but it is not needed. 

The consequences of a Fraser River Estuary reaching its 

tipping point would be calamitous. 

Roberts Bank Terminal 2 would result in major, 

immitigable, adverse environmental effects. The 

precious natural habitat and the wildlife that relies upon 

it requires defending. Environment and Climate Change 

Canada and the Governor in Council (cabinet) will soon 

be required to make a decision on this project. We call 

upon the Canadian Government to deny approval for an 

unjustifiable project and protect our future. We seek to 

enlist your voice in opposition. 

 

 

 

 

Nature Video Project 2021 
By Bruce Moffat 

With the onset of some darker, wetter weather I have 

begun selecting and sorting my photos and videos for the 

year. For 2021 I set myself a goal of trying more video 

while out photographing nature. One catalyst was the 

purchase of a new camera late last year which helped 

keep the video in focus and stable, and allowed for 

smooth slow motion capture. My job then was to 

compose and capture a broad range of behaviours (90% 

are birds) in as intimate a way as possible. 

I have now uploaded my video work so far onto my 

website for sharing: 
https://moffatphotography.zenfolio.com/f688070837 

 

Recommended viewing instructions: 

• Watch in full screen on as large a screen as possible 

with as fast an internet connection as possible. (The 

videos lack the intended impact on a phone!) 

• Be patient, as these are high definition videos that 

may take a while to load. Sometimes a second 

viewing can be smoother if the first load is choppy. 

• Best viewed sitting with a warm beverage in hand as 

these vignettes of nature unfold. Savour the details—

talons clenching, babies yawning, slips, falls and 

splashes. 

Each species has its own gallery with anywhere from 

one to seven short videos. Click on 2021 Video 

Collection in the upper left area to go back to the gallery 

to select another species. 

In alphabetical order of the 26 species, my personal 

favourites include: 

 

Great Horned Owlet in April 2021 (still from video). 

  Photo: Bruce Moffat 

https://moffatphotography.zenfolio.com/f688070837
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• Bald Eagle catching and eating a Plainfin 

Midshipman fish in Bowser. 

• Beaver swimming and slapping the water in slow 

motion on Maple Lake. 

• Common Loons swimming, diving and flapping on 

Maple Lake. 

• Great Horned Owl adult and owlets calling out and 

sleeping, from Courtenay. 

• Killdeer fluffy chick walking and pulling up a long 

marine worm at Oyster Bay. 

• Pacific Wren singing on a mossy stump near 

Royston/Cumberland trail. 

• Trumpeter Swan preening, shaking and swimming in 

the Little River pond. 

Trees4Tomorrow 
By John Neilson 

CVN members will recall that we have partnered with 

Conservancy Hornby Island (CHI) in supporting their 

Trees4Tomorrrow initiative. The two organizations were 

awarded a $2500 grant from BC Nature earlier this year, 

with the proceeds to augment purchasing of seedlings for 

planting. 

 

The CHI Coordinator for the Trees4Tomorrow initiative, 

Rebecca Benjamin-Carey, reports that the BC coastal 

tree planting season is during fall and spring because 

summer planting conditions are far from favourable, 

especially this past year. The Trees4Tomorrow project is 

now involved in fall tree planting in the Comox Valley 

Regional District and Hornby and Denman Islands. Even 

during the down season, things have still been 

happening! Rebecca reports that: 

• CHI recently received a grant for $9000 from 

CVRD’s “Road to 2030”project. CHI is now working 

with an organization called Greenhouse Gas 

Accounting to ensure each tree planting project is 

maximizing benefits for climate change. 

• CHI is working on a collaboration with the Garry Oak 

Meadow Preservation Society that has grown 700 to 

800 Garry oak trees. CHI plans to incorporate Garry 

oaks into their fall planting program. CHI will have 

guest speakers from GOMPS at their AGM on 

November 14 to share more about the importance of 

Garry oak conservation. 

• CHI is working on building relationships with First 

Nations and schools in the Salish Sea coastal region. 

Plans for a planting project to reforest a campground 

and foreshore are being developed between CHI and 

K’omoks First Nation. 

• CHI is in the early stages of plans for a 

Trees4Tomorrow festival, similar to the successful 

CHI HerringFest, including invited speakers and fun 

events for the public to gain awareness about the 

importance of trees for climate change. 

Rebecca indicates that planting will occur in October and 

November in the Comox area. There may be 

opportunities for CVN volunteers to assist with this 

effort. Interested people could get in touch with Rebecca 

directly (rebeccabcarey@gmail.com). For more 

information on the Trees4Tomorrow initiative, please 

visit 

http://conservancyhornbyisland.org/trees4tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trees4Tomorrow Coordinator, Rebecca Benjamin-Carey. 

http://conservancyhornbyisland.org/trees4tomorrow
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Canadian Bat Box Project 
By Karen Vanderwolf 

The newsletter is pleased to help advertise this worthwhile 
national community science project. The author is a PhD 
student at Trent University and a Research Associate at 
the New Brunswick Museum. 

 

If you have a bat box, I want to know about it! 

Bats in Canada face multiple threats from habitat loss 

and disease. As towns and cities expand, the large old 

trees that bats call home are being cleared, and bats are 

losing their roosts. Bats need a warm and secure place to 

roost during the day in the summer. A bat box is a 

simple and effective way to provide additional roosting 

habitat for bats, but little is known about bat box use in 

Canada. This is especially important as three bat species 

in Canada are listed as endangered: little brown bats, 

northern long-eared bats, and tricolored bats. Bats now 

face additional persecution due to worries about 

COVID-19, but bats in North America do not have the 

virus that causes COVID-19. Scientists do not know 

much about bat box use in Canada or the best designs for 

our northern climate, and this is where you come in! 

Which bat species use bat boxes? 

Of the 18 bat species that are regularly found in Canada, 

13 have been documented using bat boxes, although 

these data come from studies farther south in the United 

States. Current recommendations on bat box design are 

based on research in the United States, especially Texas, 

and in Europe. Since the box design bats prefer varies by 

region and species, conservationists urgently need more 

information on bat boxes in Canada. Little previous 

research exists about which bat species prefer which bat 

box designs in Canada. Little brown bats are known to 

use bat boxes throughout Canada, big brown bats use 

boxes in some parts of Canada, and Yuma bats use boxes 

in British Columbia. 

 

How you can help! 

Our research seeks to determine which bat species use 

bat boxes across Canada, what box designs are preferred 

by bats, and which temperatures bats prefer for roosting 

in our northern climate. To accomplish this, we need to 

know where bat boxes are located in Canada, the 

physical characteristics of the boxes, and whether they 

are being used by bats! Participants will be sent 

temperature loggers to install in their box and supplies to 

collect guano (bat poop), as bat species can be identified 

from guano.  

If you have a bat box and would like to participate in this 

study, please fill out our online multiple-choice survey 

(https://trentu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_86og8C3MIg

O2ff7) with questions about your bat box. Your 

participation is important even if your box does not have 

any bats! 

This project is in partnership with the Wildlife 

Conservation Society (https://wcsbats.ca/Our-work-to-

save-bats/Batbox-Project/BatBox-Project-Canada-wide) 

and the Canadian Wildlife Federation (https://cwf-

fcf.org/en/explore/bats/bat-survey-1.html) and runs 

from 2021 to 2023. You can also participate in the long-

 

Bat boxes in Ontario.  Photo: Stephen Cluff 

 

Little brown bats in a bat box in the Maritimes. 

  Photo: Jordi Segers 

https://trentu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_86og8C3MIgO2ff7
https://trentu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_86og8C3MIgO2ff7
https://wcsbats.ca/Our-work-to-save-bats/Batbox-Project/BatBox-Project-Canada-wide
https://wcsbats.ca/Our-work-to-save-bats/Batbox-Project/BatBox-Project-Canada-wide
https://cwf-fcf.org/en/explore/bats/bat-survey-1.html
https://cwf-fcf.org/en/explore/bats/bat-survey-1.html
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term stewardship initiative, BC Community Bat 

Programs (https://bcbats.ca/), which is interested in 

any bat sightings. Their website has lots of great 

information on bats and bat conservation issues. 

Why install a bat box? 

Installing a bat box gives bats an alternative to roosting 

in your house, and since all bats in Canada eat only 

insects, you may even notice a decrease in the insect 

population around your house! Bats eat a variety of 

insects, including agricultural and forestry pests. You 

can watch bats swooping around your backyard at dusk 

catching insects in midair. 

How do I tell if bats are using my box? 

You can tell whether your box is being used by bats by 

searching for guano underneath your box and watching 

your box at sunset in June to count bats as they emerge 

for an evening of eating insects. You can watch an 

example of bats flying out of bat boxes in Prince Edward 

Island here. You can also shine a light up into the box 

during the day to see if there are bats inside from May to 

October in Canada. The boxes will be too cold for bats 

during the winter. 

How do I get bats to use my box? 

Not all bat boxes will be occupied in the first year after 

installation. Occupancy depends on many factors, 

ranging from when it was installed to the fact that bats 

are very selective and might need a little time to 

familiarize themselves with your bat box. There are no 

lures or attractants, such as guano, that can attract bats to 

a bat box, although larger bat boxes with multiple 

chambers more commonly attract bats than smaller 

boxes.  

Bat boxes are most successful when attached to houses 

or poles as opposed to trees. Trees shade the box and can 

block access to the box entrance. If bats are not using 

your box after two years, try moving the bat box to a 

new location.  

Like tree hollows, bat boxes need to have temperatures 

that bats like. Bats like hot temperatures, but even in 

Canada some bat boxes get too hot during the summer, 

which can increase bat mortality. Temperatures of over 

40˚C in bat boxes are too hot, and temperatures in some 

bat boxes in Canada have been recorded over 50˚C! One 

of the goals of our project is to understand how prevalent 

a problem bat box overheating is across Canada. 

Our research group measures the temperature inside bat 

boxes using temperature loggers that can take a reading 

every hour over the whole summer. One way to ensure 

that bats can choose their preferred roosting temperature 

is to install multiple bat boxes as they will vary in 

temperature depending on how much direct sunlight they 

receive.  

So please participate by filling out our online multiple-

choice survey (see above)! More information about 

which box designs bats use in Canada will help bat 

conservation by providing recommendations for 

improving bat box design and placement in our northern 

climate. 

 

 

Airpark Restoration Project 
Fall 2021 Report 
By Frank Hovenden 

In spite of the challenges posed both by the COVID-19 

pandemic and the autumn weather of Vancouver Island, 

we have done some very good and interesting work in 

the Courtenay River Airpark recently. A large planting 

project in partnership with the City of Courtenay was 

completed. It should be noted this event was originally 

scheduled for 2020 but was postponed because of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

A bat box in Saskatchewan.   Photo: Jared Clarke 

https://bcbats.ca/
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Volunteers from Comox Valley Nature joined City of 

Courtenay parks staff on a blustery wet October 21 for a 

tree planting event in the Airpark. This was funded by a 

BC Hydro ReGreening Grant in partnership with Tree 

Canada / Arbres Canada. CV Nature acted as the local 

nonprofit community group partner. Over 65 trees, all of 

which were local native species, were planted by our 

volunteers. The City had prepared the planting holes 

with a backhoe making our job much easier. This was 

especially true for the Sitka spruce which were planted 

beside the Courtenay River in rip rap which would have 

been virtually impossible to move by hand. These trees 

may one day provide nest sites for our Bald Eagles. 

Over the years we have continued to develop a good 

working relationship with the City’s parks staff. They 

have bought into many of our ideas for the Airpark, such 

as using and highlighting our beautiful native species. 

They have also started removing invasive species such 

as the Himalayan blackberry. Their workers and staff 

have been great to work with and we look forward to a 

continued cooperation in the Courtenay River Airpark 

restoration. 

 

Besides trees we have also been busy planting native 

spring bulbs. These include both camas species 

(common and great), harvest brodiaea, and wild onion 

(Hooker’s and nodding). In addition to the bulbs we 

have also spread seed from a variety of small native 

plants and grasses such lupines (two-coloured and small-

flowered), blue-eyed Mary and Roemer’s fescue grass. 

Many of these plants have been locally sourced and 

some have even been grown by CVN members (thank 

you Murray Little). Jack Bindernagel has collected much 

of the wild sourced native seed. 

 

The introduced invasive rabbits continue to be a 

challenge to our plantings and we will be installing more 

fencing around recent plantings. It will be interesting to 

see where this population curve peaks. We are observing 

some predation of rabbits within the Airpark, but overall 

the population is growing. 

We are always looking for volunteers. If you have some 

gardening skills and like working outside please contact 

me or Karen Cummins. 

 

 

 

 

 

Urban Forestry and Natural Areas Supervisor, Shane 

Tillapaugh, welcomes CVN volunteers and gives a safety 

orientation.  Photo: Frank Hovenden 

 

Karen Cummins loads mulch to cover the ground around the 

new plantings.  Photo: Frank Hovenden 

 

Even in the rain, coffee is enjoyed after a morning of planting. 

  Photo: Frank Hovenden 
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Habitat Restoration at MARS 
By Jan Smith 

Jan is a member of both CVN and the Mountainaire 
Avian Rescue Society (MARS). 

Back in March, Kelly Kline and Royann Petrel reported 

on the habitat restoration work being done at MARS 

Wildlife Rescue in Merville. Thanks to the energy and 

skill of a determined team, we’ve enjoyed a season of 

growth and the reward of watching birds and insects 

enjoying expanded habitat. 

 

The land, the plants, and the animals taught us a great 

deal over the last year. Most of our efforts have focused 

near the Visitor Centre and the wetland areas. We 

cardboarded over weeds, shoveled over 40 yards of 

compost and mulch, planted 120 native shrubs and trees, 

100 camas bulbs, 300 plugs of native forbs and grasses, 

and many grams of native seed. We installed fences, 

moved logs and rocks, watered, and weeded. Our 

plantings survived the punishing heat of summer, 

voracious deer, and pesky rabbits. What assured the 

success of our venture was the thoughtful landscape 

design of Karen Cummins and the willingness of our 

team to dig in and eat the elephant one spoonful at a 

time, week by week. 

[Editor’s note: See this amazing transformation in the 

sequence of photos below.] 

I am incredibly grateful to the members of CVN who 

have given us time, energy, and plants to help bring back 

diversity to this depleted site. We have received many 

accolades from MARS members and the public who 

come to tour our centre for the natural beauty and 

renewal of the property. Perhaps the highest 

compliments come from the buzzing bees, basking 

snakes, and foraging birds who are telling us our work is 

paying off. 

If you’d like to know more or join in, please get in 

touch: huzzah71@gmail.com. 

 

 
 

 

 

Vancouver Island bumblebee on entire-leaved gumweed in 

the restored habitat.  Photo: Jan Smith 

 

(1) March 23. Northern-most bed, larger invasives removed. 

  Photo: Jan Smith 

 

(2) April 1. Cardboard and compost work. Photo: Jan Smith 

mailto:huzzah71@gmail.com
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Wetlands Restoration at Little 
River: Fall Update 
By Karen Cummins 

It was such a hot summer that our crew of CVN 

members who walk and work in Little River Nature Park 

were relieved that most of the hard work had been done 

by July and grateful that there is often a cool breeze in 

the morning. Here is our recap of the summer and fall. 

 

Seashore lupine (Lupinus littoralis) was photographed as 

it bloomed the first week of June and subsequently 

pressed in our fledgling plant press. The process of plant 

pressing has been a satisfying new project, no doubt 

leading to many more hours of collection, identifying, 

labeling, pressing and archiving. 

 

(3) April 8. Planting.  Photo: Jan Smith 

 

(4) July 4. Early July grasses and pearly everlasting 

  Photo: Jan Smith 

 

(5) August 30. Douglas’ aster and goldenrod. Photo: Jan Smith 

 

Seashore lupine.  Photo: Karen Cummins 
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Angela holds one of the many curly docks that we have 

spent hours removing at Little River. We were noting 

that specimens such as this that are clipped low just send 

out another shoot while the roots grow larger. 

 

Angela, Jennifer and Barbara are pulling curly dock on 

the north side of Little River. 

 

Jennifer and Barbara helped to put up Naturalists at 

Work posters throughout Little River Nature Park in an 

effort by the CVRD to educate nearby residents and 

other visitors to the park on our role in “ensuring Little 

River NP remains a functioning coastal ecosystem by 

removing invasive and domestic species”. The poster, 

composed by Parks Technician Debi Lister, goes on to 

say that “functioning native ecosystems need native 

plants” and why. We were very pleased to post this 

statement! 

 

Murray, Barbara and Jennifer cut Himalayan blackberry 

in the estuarine salt marsh area of Little River NP in 

October. 

 

Silverweed (Potentilla anserina) in all its fall glory 

grows near the Himalayan blackberry that was being cut. 

Over the 2021 season we worked 121 hours in Little 

River NP. Debi Lister sent us this message after our final 

report was submitted to CVRD in October: 

Thank you so much. The work of all the volunteers is truly 

appreciated. Seriously, your group fills a large gap in 

knowledge and service delivery (managing invasive 

plants), and I don’t know what I’d do without all the help 

at Little River Nature Park. 

 

Angela examining curly dock.  Photo: Karen Cummins 

 

Pulling curly dock.  Photo: Karen Cummins 

 

New “Naturalists at Work” sign.  Photo: Karen Cummins 

 

Cutting Himalayan blackberry.  Photo: Karen Cummins 

 

Silverweed in fall colours.  Photo: Karen Cummins 
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The means for CVNS to educate and raise awareness 

directly with residents of the Comox Valley about the 

importance of functioning ecosystems has changed 

dramatically since the arrival of COVID-19. With the 

drastic reduction of community events, we needed to re-

imagine the large info booth of the past and where to 

meet people. Parks! People fled to parks in droves. 

 

A simple table with information on native plants and 

invasive plants that easily “popped up” on six good 

weather days in CVRD parks was our solution. The 

CVN Nature Viewing Guide flew off the table along 

with CVRD invasive plant brochures and other resources 

for conserving native plants during development and for 

developing a home garden with native plants. We met 

concerned and questioning residents, many of whom 

were new to the Valley. I hope to see some of these folks 

at an in-person CVN meeting soon. 

Book Review 
By Randal Mindell 

Mushrooms of British Columbia 

by 

Andy MacKinnon and Kem Luther 

Royal BC Museum Handbook, 2021, 504 pages, 

paperback 

 

I got the new Royal BC Museum’s Mushrooms of 

British Columbia handbook1 in the mail the other day 

and have been trying to get a feel for it over the last 

week. It might make for a good fall field guide for 

members looking to take up mushrooms this season. 

The guide is written and organized by Andy MacKinnon 

and Kem Luther and takes a very reasonable and 

accessible approach to the mushrooms. Over the course 

of 504 pages, it focuses on 350 of the most common or 

recognizable species in BC, organizing them into broad 

groups based on very relatable characters (for example, 

gills vs. pores). Within those groups, the very visual 

species descriptions are arranged sequentially in order of 

similarity so that you can thumb through similar 

mushrooms on immediately adjacent pages. 

Each species page comes with full-colour photographs, 

descriptions of identifying characters you can make out 

with your eyes, as well as generally jovial edibility notes 

(like "edible, but so is cardboard") and comments on 

habitats and the differences between similar species. 

There is a good introduction that shows visually some of 

the important characters as well as discusses aspects of 

mushroom culture and mycophagy, noting that here in 

BC we are part of a "mycophobic" culture. I learnt that 

more people have died from picking mushrooms in BC 

than from eating them! There are little features 

interspersed through the guide on deadly mushrooms, 

slime molds, lichens, psychoactive species and more, 

accompanied by photographs that relay the joy and 

mystery that mushrooms can portend. 

For interested members, this book is second only to 

having Alison out there with you! 

1. https://publications.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/product/ 
mushrooms-of-british-columbia/ 

Ecoprinting as Connecting 
with Nature 
By Jennifer Harrison 

Have you ever noticed a leaf that’s beautifully printed on 

the sidewalk after a rain?  If so, then you’ve witnessed 

botanical printing in its simplest form. 

Printing of natural materials has been around for 

centuries. It can be traced as far back as the Middle Ages 

and to the Renaissance. In a manuscript by Leonardo de 

Vinci, there was a sage leaf print documented along with 

instructions on the technique. More recently, India Flint, 

an Australian woman, who is considered the Goddess of 

Ecoprinting, has launched this hobby into today’s world. 

 

Info table.  Photo: Karen Cummins 

https://publications.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/product/mushrooms-of-british-columbia/
https://publications.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/product/mushrooms-of-british-columbia/
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 This Spring, when I joined Karen Cummins on the Little 

River Nature Park Restoration Crew, the first invasive 

we pulled from the streamside was curly dock. She had a 

full truckload and mentioned that she was planning a 

natural dyepot to extract some dye for some cotton 

napkins! 

I started thinking of natural dyeing with some of the 

weeds and of how I could apply this to silk scarf 

painting. So I began collecting onion skins, tansy, 

arbutus bark, blackberries, walnuts husks, and Queen 

Anne’s lace as possible dye sources. At the time, I had 

just discovered how to print leaves on watercolour paper. 

A roasting pan, a metal rack, watercolour paper, some 

alum and a rusted out brillo pad were the basis for my 

ecoprint experiments. Of course, I had to have a heat 

source and lots of flowers and leaves rich in tannin to lay 

on the watercolour paper. It was a success, and I made 

some cards. 

 

Next, I carried on to printing leaves on silk scarves. It 

was more complex, but undaunted by the research and 

work, I mordanted my silk in alum, dipped it in an iron 

solution, and placed the leaves on the silk. Carrier 

blankets of colourful dyes completed the sandwich 

which was then rolled tightly on a dowel and steamed on 

the stove for two hours. Thereafter, the leaves are 

washed off, the scarf washed and pressed. The scarves in 

the photo are two of my favorite prints, one done with 

madder and the second with logwood. The leaves were 

foraged from my neighbourhood and beyond. 

 

This winter, I plan to forage for lichens and mushrooms 

that will give me more natural dyes. Further printing 

experiments will solidify my techniques. And I’d like to 

find some seaweed that may be either used as dye or as a 

print. If you see me out at the high tide mark after a 

storm, you will know what I’m up to. It has been a joy to 

connect with Nature in this way this past summer. If you 

want any further information about my scarves or cards, 

you can send me an email at 

irenejenniferharrison@gmail.com. 

 

CVN’s 2021 Bursary Awarded 
By Kathleen Wilkinson 

 

 

Leaf juices on paper.  Photo: Robin Harrison 

 

Ecoprinted silk.  Photo: Robin Harrison 

 

 Charlotte Kimmins wins CVN Bursary. 
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The CVN Bursary Committee was pleased to announce 

in May that the winner of the 2021 CVN Bursary is 

Charlotte Kimmins of G.P. Vanier Secondary School. 

Charlotte is planning to pursue a double undergraduate 

Bachelor’s degree in Environmental Sciences and 

Engineering at Queen’s University. She has a particular 

interest in reducing plastic pollution and founded a youth 

non-profit organization dedicated to reducing plastic 

pollution in our environment. Ultimately, she hopes to 

conduct research to create biodegradable, water soluble 

alternatives to plastics using marine bio-polymers. 

Charlotte’s environmental background also includes: 

• Member of the Official City Plan Advisory Council 

promoting conservation 

• Member of the school’s Environment Club for grades 

10-12 

• Explore Outdoor Education participant 

• Ocean Wise Conservation Summit Youth 

Ambassador and co-founder of their YouthtoSea 

program 

• Young Women in Ocean Literacy and Leadership 

Academy: speaker and mentor 

• Youth Ocean Advocacy Summit director, helping to 

organize conservation workshops and action planning 

• Winner of the Ruth Masters Environmental Award 

2019 

An excellent student, Charlotte was Biology Student of 

the Year in 2020 at G.P. Vanier Secondary and 

maintained a straight A average throughout high school. 

Her references describe her as an excellent team member 

with outstanding motivation, work ethic, and ability to 

inspire. Outside of school she enjoys hiking, 

mountaineering, skiing, and competing in equestrian 

sports. 

Congratulations Charlotte, and we wish you much 

success in your studies and future endeavours! 

CVN 2022 Tree of the 
Year...Coming Soon 
By Karen Cummins 

 

This photo shows Ted Grainger, nominator of the 2021 

Tree of the Year, happily accepting the loan of an oil 

painting by CVN board member Sharon Niscak. Next 

June the painting will travel to the nominator of the 2022 

Tree of the Year. 

It’s always a good day to observe and enjoy the benefits 

and qualities of trees, albeit with some caution during 

high winter winds. We might be out hiking in a forest, 

cycling back roads, walking urban streets, or gazing out 

our windows. Consider paying closer attention to trees as 

the 2022 Tree of the Year nomination phase begins in 

mid-January. Jim Boulter has already sent in his 2022 

nomination which was found on one of his daily walks. 

Like all the trees that are nominated, the story told by 

that tree inspires discussion of plant science, forest 

ecology and history, among other topics. 

When the next CVN newsletter is published at the end of 

March, the nomination phase of for the Tree of the Year 

event will be nearly complete and we will be gearing up 

for the tour phase. So watch the CVN email news or our 

Facebook page for updates. The CVN website will also 

have updates as well as the past history and guidelines 

for the event. 

We are a committee of three who encourage other CVN 
members interested in helping with the event to connect 

with us at cvn.toty@gmail.com. 

 

Ted Grainger will enjoy this painting until it passes to the 

2022 winner.  Photo: Karen Cummins 

mailto:cvn.toty@gmail.com
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Upcoming CVNS Activities 

General Instructions for Field Trips 

• All field trips are club events and reserved for 

members only, unless otherwise stated. Typically, one 

walk each month is open to the public. 

• Meet either at the carpooling location or the trailhead 

10 minutes before the specified time, unless 

otherwise announced. Carpooling locations are 

usually the former Thrifty’s location in downtown 

Courtenay or the Courtenay Country Market on 

Highway 19A north of the city. 

• Participants are responsible for their own safety. 

• Walks typically take at least 2 hours. 

• Wear clothing and footwear suitable for the 

conditions. 

• Bring water and a snack (or lunch for longer trips). 

• No dogs please. 

Schedule 

This information reflects planning as of our publishing date 
and is subject to change. For general club activities, 
watch for the latest information and additional details in 
the Board’s periodic announcements and on the 
website. 

To be notified of the activities of a particular interest 
group, contact the Group Leader and ask to be added 

to the group’s contact list. 

Although some interest-group field trips are now 

resuming (see note on page 5), no in-person general 

meetings or weekend walks have been scheduled at 

the time of publishing. 

Reminder for Field Trip Leaders 

All field trip participants who are not CVNS members 

must sign our Informed Consent and Assumption of Risk 

Agreement before participating. 

About the Society 

Website 

http://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca  

General Email Address 

coordinator@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca  

Mailing Address 

Comox Valley Naturalists Society 

Box 3222 

Courtenay BC, V9N 5N4 

Board of Directors 

President: [vacant] 

(coordinator@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca) 

Vice-President: David Innes (cvncoordinator@gmail.com) 

Secretary: [vacant] (cvnsecretary@gmail.com) 

Treasurer: Isabella Erni (TreasurerCVNS@gmail.com) 

BC Nature Director: Sharon Niscak 

Project Director: Loys Maingon 

Wetlands Restoration Director: Karen Cummins 

Director-at-Large: John Neilson 

Group Leaders and Other Volunteers 
Membership Secretary: Dianna Colnett 

(cvnsmembership@gmail.com) 

Birding: Kelly Kline (cvnbirds@gmail.com) 

Botany: Jocie Brooks (cvnbotany@gmail.com) 

Shoreline: [vacant] (cvnsshoreline@gmail.com) 

Photography: Bryan Walwork 

Weekend Walks: Loys Maingon 

Conservation: Loys Maingon 

Garry Oak Restoration: Loys Maingon 

Vanier Forest Garry Oak Project: Jim Boulter 

Airpark Restoration: Frank Hovenden 

Environmental Heritage and Culture: Gordon Olsen 

(coordinator@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca) 

Swan Count: Ernie Stefanik, Krista Kaptein 

(ernie.stefanik@gmail.com) 

Comox Valley Conservation Partners liaison: Kate 

Panayotof 

Speakers Planning: David Innes 

Bursary Committee: Kathleen Wilkinson 

(cvnbursary@gmail.com) 

Tree of the Year Committee: Karen Cummins 

Education and Outreach Committee: Lyndsay Fraser 

Coffee Committee: Judy Chrysler, Kelly Kline 

Website: David Orford 

(site_info@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca) 

Facebook: Jillian Jones (cvnaturefacebook@gmail.com) 

Newsletter Advertising: Kathie Woodley 

Newsletter Editor: David Orford (Advisor: Sharon 

Niscak) (newsletter@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca) 

Constitution and Bylaws 

Available in PDF form on this web page: 
http://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/about-us/ 

Membership 

Includes membership in BC Nature. 

http://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/
mailto:coordinator@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca
mailto:coordinator@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca
mailto:cvncoordinator@gmail.com
mailto:cvnsecretary@gmail.com
mailto:TreasurerCVNS@gmail.com
mailto:cvnmembership@gmail.com
mailto:cvnbirds@gmail.com
mailto:cvnbotany@gmail.com
mailto:%20cvnsshoreline@gmail.com
mailto:coordinator@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca
mailto:%20ernie.stefanik@gmail.com
mailto:cvnbursary@gmail.com
mailto:site_info@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca
mailto:cvnaturefacebook@gmail.com
mailto:newsletter@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca
http://comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/about-us/
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Membership form (including the Informed Consent and 

Assumption of Risk Agreement) is available at meetings 

and on the website. This must be completed each year. 

Fee: $30 per year per adult or family (2 adults plus 

children 16 and under) 

Discount of $16 if you are already a paid-up member of 

BC Nature (either directly or through another club). 

Pay at general meetings, on the website using PayPal, or 

mail a cheque payable to Comox Valley Nature to: 

CVNS Membership Secretary 

Box 3222 

Courtenay BC, V9N 5N4 

Membership runs for the calendar year and is considered 

lapsed 90 days after year end. Lapsed members are 

removed from the CVNS and BC Nature membership 

lists. 

Change of address, phone number or email: Please 

advise the Membership Secretary. 

Meetings 

When in-person meetings resume, they will follow the 
schedules described here. 

Monthly general meetings are held on the 3rd Sunday 

of the month at 7:00 p.m. in the Florence Filberg Centre, 

411 Anderton Avenue, Courtenay. 

June meeting: Potluck at a member’s house. 

No general meeting in July, August, or December. 

Bird meetings: First Thursday of the month, 7:00 p.m. 

at the Filberg Centre Soroptimist Lounge, Courtenay. 

For information or to be included on the birding group 

list, send email to cvnbirds@gmail.com. Birding walks are 

held weekly, most on Thursday mornings, and once per 

month on a Sunday. 

Botany meetings: Second Monday of the month at a 

member’s home, 12:00 p.m. An email is sent prior to the 

meeting to confirm location and topic. 

Botany walks (weather permitting) precede or follow the 

meeting and are also scheduled at other times. To be 

included on the botany group list, send email to 

cvnbotany@gmail.com. 

Newsletter 

The newsletter is published 3 times per year (March, 

June, and November). The full-colour version is emailed 

in PDF form to all members on the email list, and a few 

printed copies (black and white) are available at general 

meetings and in the CVNS outbox in the Evergreen 

Lounge at the Florence Filberg Centre. 

 

The newsletter depends on your contributions. Please 
consider contributing an article or note on any topic of 
general interest to other members such as natural history, 
conservation activities, trips, unusual sightings, or a book 

review. Photos are also appreciated, either with a story or 
stand-alone. You can send your contribution by email to 

newsletter@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca. 

We would appreciate receiving articles by the first day of 
the publication month. All articles are subject to editing. 

NatureKids 

CVNS has a cooperative relationship with NatureKids 

Comox Valley, a separate nature club for children which 

is part of the NatureKids BC organization. For more 

information, see http://www.naturekidsbc.ca/. 
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